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Chapter 2441 

After leaving Golden Seas, Si Yehan returned to the ancestral Si residence first to visit his grandma 

before driving to Jin Garden and staying the night there. 

Meanwhile, Ye Wanwan was lying in her bed, a bit fatigued from spending the day on the plane. 

She was about to put down her phone and go to sleep when she saw the date on her phone. She 

abruptly rolled around and crawled back out of bed. 

Today was December 21st, so tomorrow was December 22nd, which was the Winter Solstice and also… 

Si Yehan’s birthday! 

In all the time she’d known Si Yehan, he never mentioned his own birthday and wasn’t accustomed to 

celebrating his birthday. 

Ye Wanwan knew he didn’t like to talk about his birthday, so she avoided mentioning it in the past. 

Later, when Tangtang was staying with Yin Yuerong, he seemed to have talked about many things with 

Yin Yuerong and Ah-Jiu was brought up somewhere in the conversation. 

After they returned to Yun City, she conversed with Tangtang, who mentioned Ah-Jiu was born on a very 

cold winter night. 

She kept that in mind and had Tangtang call Yin Yuerong to ask when Si Yehan’s birthday was. 

Baby Tangtang successfully completed his mission and figured out his dad’s birthday… which was 

December 22nd. 

Today, she came back to China and saw her parents and was so preoccupied with revealing the truth to 

them, so she nearly forgot about it. 

Ye Wanwan glanced at the time on her phone. It was 10 pm; midnight was two hours away. 

Thank goodness! There’s still time! 

Ye Wanwan got out of bed and sprinted to Ye Shaoting and Liang Wanjun’s room, asking them for her 

household registration booklet before going to Ye Mufan’s room and knocking. 

“Brother! Open the door, open the door!” 

Ye Mufan opened the door, slippers on his feet and his posture slouched. “What is it? I was about to 

sleep…” 

“Lend your car to me! I’m in a hurry!” Ye Wanwan asked in a rush. 

Ye Mufan frowned. “It’s late. Why aren’t you sleeping?” 

Ye Wanwan quickly responded, “Tomorrow’s my baby’s birthday. It’ll be 12 in two hours! I need to hurry 

over and give him a surprise then wait in front of the civil administration office overnight so that we can 

become the first couple to be officially wed tomorrow morning! Isn’t that so romantic?” 
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Stuffed with a bucket of dog food unexpectedly, Ye Mufan nearly suffocated. It took him a moment to 

regain his senses. “You’re a girl; can’t you act more reserved?” 

Ye Wanwan was incredulous. “Are you kidding, Brother? My baby is so outstanding. If I was reserved, I’d 

have no place left! Hurry, hurry, give me your key!” 

“…” 

Ye Shaoting and Liang Wanjun appeared to have heard the commotion and also came out of their room. 

Ye Mufan immediately seized the opportunity to tattle on her. “Dad, Mom, hurry and look at your 

daughter! She’s stealing her household registration booklet in the middle of the night and wants to go 

get married to her man! Aren’t you going to tell her off?” 

Ye Shaoting glared at his son. “There’s no stealing. I gave her the booklet.” 

Ye Mufan: “…?” 

Liang Wanjun also softly said, “It’s good for young people to have passion! Mufan, it’s too late now, so 

it’s not safe for Wanwan to be out by herself. Drive her there.” 

Ye Mufan: “…???” 

“Thank you, Dad! Thank you, Mom!” Ye Wanwan then urged him gloatingly, “Let’s go, let’s go! Or else 

we won’t make it in time! I need to say happy birthday to my baby the second 12 o’clock hits! Oh right, 

if you could help me find a box of fireworks, that’d be even better!” 

Ye Mufan simply wanted to kill her with a slap. “Fireworks my a**! Imperial City prohibits fireworks and 

firecrackers, alright?!” 

Chapter 2442 

In the end, under pressure from his parents, Ye Mufan accepted his fate, got changed and drove Ye 

Wanwan. 

Forget it—it wasn’t safe for her to travel there by herself? It wasn’t safe for the pedestrians on the 

streets… 

Ye Mufan first drove Ye Wanwan to the ancestral Si residence so that Ye Wanwan could get Si Yehan’s 

household registration booklet from Grandma Si. 

“Who’d like a granddaughter-in-law as brassy as you?! They’d probably be scared off by you! Just 

watch—his grandma will definitely kick you out!” Ye Mufan grumbled derisively. 

However, 10 minutes later, Ye Wanwan came out again with a strikingly scarlet household registration 

booklet in her hand and a benevolent-looking elderly woman by her side. 

The elderly woman merrily grasped the girl’s hand as she said, “Hurry on then, but take your time on the 

road! Do you need Grandma to get a driver for you?” 

“No need, no need, Grandma. My brother came with me, so he can drive me there!” 

“Great great great…” 
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Ye Mufan stared at this incredibly harmonious scene in front of him. “…” 

Why was the script turned upside down? Was he lagging behind the times??? 

… 

Ye Wanwan looked at the time on her phone and estimated the time she had remaining. 

“Hurry hurry hurry, help me go buy fireworks! We can light them in the suburbs!” Ye Wanwan urged. 

She still hadn’t forgotten about this! 

Ye Mufan gritted his teeth. “Is being allowed to light fireworks the main point? Where am I supposed to 

buy fireworks for you in the middle of the night? Don’t you think you’re being too awful to me, a single 

dog?” 

What kind of sin did he commit to be forced to follow her this whole time and be stuffed with dog food 

the entire trip? 

“Eh, it’s all because you’re my brother!” Ye Wanwan blithely grinned. “Brother, I know you treat me the 

best, better than my real brother! No, wait, you are my real brother!” 

Ye Mufan glanced at her from the corner of his eyes, concealing the ecstasy in his eyes. “Really?” 

“Of course!” 

“I remember there’s a store nearby where we can buy them. Let’s go there and try our luck!” 

… 

Thankfully, their luck was good and Ye Mufan really managed to buy a box of fireworks. 

After stuffing the car trunk full of fireworks, they made their way to Jin Garden. 

“Brother, please! You just need to go to the lake in the back! That place is the most ideal! You can start 

lighting them when it’s time!” Ye Wanwan instructed him. 

“OK! Leave it to me!” 

After saying that, Ye Wanwan avoided the main entrance and scaled the wall in the back courtyard in 

order to surprise Si Yehan. 

She’d completely renovated Jin Garden once and planted it full of fruit trees and vegetables. 

Although it was winter right now, Ye Wanwan still saw many fruits that were in season and even saw a 

giant vegetable garden greenhouse in the distance. 

It was very down-to-earth! 

It appeared Steward Xu meticulously took care of the garden while she was gone, and the enormous 

garden was bustling with life and growth. 

“WHO’S THERE?” 



Ye Wanwan was wandering around when she heard a harsh shout, promptly followed by the sound of 

the slashing wind. 

Ye Wanwan extended her arm in a flash and blocked off the attack. 

“Miss… Miss Wanwan!” Surprise filled Xu Yi’s face when he saw the visitor. 

“Miss Wanwan, why are you here?” 

“I’m not allowed to be here?” Ye Wanwan raised her brows. 

“You can. Of course you can. It’s just… Why did you… why did you come inside by scaling a wall?” 

“It’ll be your Ninth Master’s birthday when it’s 12! I want to give him a surprise!” 

“Tomorrow’s Ninth Master’s birthday?” 

Si Yehan really never celebrated his birthday, so even Xu Yi had no clue about the exact date of Si 

Yehan’s birthday. 

Chapter 2443 

 “Steward Xu, enough talking. I don’t have time; I’m going to go now!” Ye Wanwan shouted. 

“Alright, Miss Wanwan, but wait—Ninth Master probably isn’t in his bedroom right now. Go to the loft 

on the top floor and take a look there!” Xu Yi said. 

Ye Wanwan paused. “The loft?” 

Xu Yi nodded. “Yes, after coming back to Jin Garden, he went to the loft by himself. I heard Ninth Master 

isn’t in a good mood on this day every year…” 

Ye Wanwan furrowed her brows. “OK, got it!” 

Ye Wanwan glanced at the time on her phone and rushed to the loft. 

There were 10 minutes left. 

Ye Wanwan sprinted to the top floor in one go before bursting through the door to the loft. 

“Ah-Jiu!” 

Ye Wanwan called softly, but the loft was silent without a sound. 

“Ah-Jiu…?” 

What’s going on? He doesn’t seem to be here… 

Did he leave already? 

After calling a few more times, Ye Wanwan still didn’t hear anyone, so she could only check elsewhere. 

Because she wanted to give him a surprise, she moved carefully and as quietly as possible. She could 

only covertly search room after room. 
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In the end, she couldn’t find him anywhere. He wasn’t in the loft, the study, or the bedroom. 

D*mn! Where the heck did he go? 

Ye Wanwan watched the clock drop down to three minutes before midnight and spun around anxiously. 

Her birthday surprise!!! Was it going to be aborted prematurely just like this? 

Three minutes… 

Two minutes… 

Ye Wanwan was standing in front of the bedroom, about to look elsewhere, when her ears twitched and 

heard some shuffling from the bedroom. 

Eh? 

Ye Wanwan opened the bedroom door immediately. The noise seemed to have come from the 

bathroom. 

D*mn! She was in too big a hurry earlier and only looked outside, not expecting him to be in the 

bathroom. 

Sh*t! I only have one minute left!!! 

Ye Wanwan had no presence of mind for anything else and launched toward the bathroom like a rocket, 

kicking open the door without a word. 

BANG! 

The door slammed against the wall, shaking from the impact. 

And so, with the man’s stunned gaze on her, Ye Wanwan leaped toward him, maintaining her bullet 

speed… 

Si Yehan appeared to have just finished showering. His hair was wet and he still wasn’t dressed with only 

a white towel tied around his waist. 

“Wanwan?” Si Yehan’s hands stayed poised inches from his hair with a towel in them, in the middle of 

drying his hair. He didn’t expect Ye Wanwan to suddenly appear at all, staggering a step back when she 

barreled into her. 

Si Yehan immediately extended his arms to stabilize her and prevent her from falling. His expression was 

solemn as he asked, “Why did you come here? Did something happen?” 

Ye Wanwan ignored Si Yehan’s inquiries and hastily made a shushing noise, signaling him to be quiet 

before peering down at her phone. She counted down, “Nine, eight, seven, six…” 

Five… 

Four… 

Three… 



As Ye Wanwan counted, she scrambled to pull out a slender sparkler from her pocket and lit it with a 

lighter before turning off the bathroom light with a pah… 

DONG! 

Downstairs, the clock resounded as it struck midnight. 

At the same time… Sizzle! 

The sparkler ignited and the faint but brilliant sparks illuminated the small bathroom, casting a glow on 

the girl’s flushed, panting face as well as her mesmerizingly enchanting eyes. 

“Si Yehan…” 

The girl raised her sparkler as she stood on tip-toe and kissed the man on the lips. Her sweet and 

glutinous voice, accompanied by the sound of the fireworks and the chiming clock, rang next to his ears. 

“Happy birthday…” 
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 “Si Yehan…” 

“Happy birthday…” 

Si Yehan felt as if there was a blazing flame dashing toward him along with the girl and it slammed into 

his heart. 

BANG! 

Outside the window, a ball of light started small and rose in the night sky before exploding into a bright 

and resplendent flower, illuminating the entire sky. 

From the small window in the bathroom, Ye Wanwan faintly saw the fireworks outside and turned 

euphoric. Ye Mufan finally didn’t let her down for once! 

“Baby, come here, come here!” Ye Wanwan eagerly dragged Si Yehan to the balcony outside the 

bedroom. 

The second the balcony door opened, fireworks burst in front of their eyes, sprawling across the sky. 

Ye Wanwan looked at the fireworks in the sky while waving her sparklers and lamenting, “Sigh, I know 

this birthday celebration is a bit tacky, but I was pressed for time, so it was all I could do!” 

Si Yehan looked at the girl in front of him, a myriad of emotions billowing in his chest. His voice was low 

and hoarse as he asked, “How did you know…?” 

“I had Baby Tangtang ask Director Yin! Oh right, Xu Yi told me you were in the loft and also said you’re 

typically in a bad mood at this time every year, so how come today…” 

When Ye Wanwan charged into the bathroom, Si Yehan was showering and didn’t appear to have any 

traces of sadness on his face, so Ye Wanwan couldn’t help but find it odd. 
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Si Yehan silently looked at the girl before replying, “Xu Yi’s right. My mood isn’t too good every year at 

this time, but this year is different.” 

“This year is different?” 

“Mm, I’m in a very good mood this year.” 

Ye Wanwan grinned. “Is it because we’re about to get married?” 

Si Yehan didn’t deny it and leaned down to kiss her on the lips. “Yes, it’s because we’re about to get 

married.” 

Ye Wanwan enigmatically pulled two little booklets out of her pocket. “Then you’ll definitely like my 

birthday present!” 

Si Yehan looked at the two household registration booklets she was holding, his unfathomable eyes 

overflowing with a brilliant light and vibrant colors. “This is…” 

“It’s our household registration booklets! We’ll go and get our marriage license first thing tomorrow 

morning!” Ye Wanwan paused a moment before continuing: “Oh right, I’ve taken care of our marriage 

license in the Independent State already. We originally needed to go in person, but I asked Master to 

open the back door for us, so everything is taken care of!” 

At the same time, Yi Lingjun, who was far away in the Independent State, thought: Ha ha, I’ve always 

abided by the principle of acting upright and honest as the president of the Arbitration Council. This is 

the first time I’ve opened the back door for someone, and it was to help my little disciple obtain a 

marriage license! 

Wasn’t this using a sledgehammer to crack a nut?! 

He was so powerful, so he should’ve at least pulled something big! 

But what could he do? A “Dad” from his little disciple and he’d help her do anything she wanted! 

Back in China, Ye Wanwan clicked open the photo album on her phone as she spoke and pulled up the 

photo of the marriage license that Yi Lingjun sent her. “Look!” 

The marriage license in the Independent State was also a red booklet. Gold-foiled letters were printed 

inside and the photo featured was one that she picked from her array of photos with Si Yehan. 

“Hehe, do you like your birthday this year? I know you don’t like to celebrate your birthday, but I made 

the decision to help you celebrate without asking you. You aren’t angry, right?” Ye Wanwan asked 

nervously. 

“I like it…” The man leaned down again and fiercely kissed her lips. 

How could he dislike it? 

He’d always viewed the day he was born as a day of misfortune and calamity. 

Now though, he’d never been as glad as this moment that he was brought into this world and was 

bestowed the chance to meet her. 



Chapter 2445 

The next day, Ye Wanwan and Si Yehan went to the civil administration office early in the morning to 

obtain their marriage certificate. 

After obtaining the license, the first thing Ye Wanwan did was: Announce it to the world. 

“Baby, come here! Take a picture with me!” Ye Wanwan pulled Si Yehan toward her. She used the 

festive red backdrop that was the civil administration office and took a photo with him. 

Then Ye Wanwan clicked open her friend circle and also took a photo of their marriage certificate before 

posting it along with the photo of her and Si Yehan. She paired it with the description: 

[I’ve traveled to many places and seen many sights, but no matter how far mountains and rivers stretch 

or how much flowers bloom like a piece of brocade, they aren’t as good-looking as you.] 

… 

Ye Wanwan posted this using her main WeChat account which had many friends, including people from 

both China and the Independent State. 

As soon as this status was posted, regardless of whether they were from China or the Independent 

State, her entire friend circle exploded. 

Gong Xu truly deserved the title of Gossip Prince. He successfully managed to be the first one to leave a 

comment. 

Due to being too emotional, he lost all ability to speak and could only drop a countless amount of 

exclamation marks. 

And then, Gong Xu immediately screenshotted this status and sent it to their company WeChat group 

chat. 

[Gong Xu: Sh*t! Who can tell me what’s going on?! My Brother Ye actually got married!!!!!!!!!] 

This message and friend circle screenshot from Gong Xu successfully forced all of the lurkers in the 

group out of silence. 

[Luo Chen: ...] 

[Fei Yang: D*mn, what the heck is this? Where did you this photo? You PS’ed it right?] 

[Gong Xu: PS my a**! Brother Ye just posted this on her friend circle! Take a look yourself!] 

[Fei Yang: I’ve returned! It’s true!!!] 

[Jiang Yanran: Wow, Wanwan actually got her certificate with President Si! Congratulations, 

congratulations!] 

[Han Xianyu: Ye Bai’s location tag is Imperial City. When did she come back?] 
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[Gong Xu: I’m! Going to! Socially! Withdraw!!! I actually had no idea when Brother came back! And I 

only found out Brother Ye got married from her friend circle! Am I really not Brother Ye’s most beloved 

little darling anymore?!] 

[Luo Chen: When were you ever?] 

[Gong Xu: D*mn! Do you want to fight, Luo Chen?! What time is this? Why are you still fighting with 

me?! Brother Ye has been stolen, wahhh!] 

Upon seeing the chaos in the group chat, Ye Mufan finally appeared late to the scene. 

[Ye Mufan: Calm down…] 

[Gong Xu: How could I be calm?! Say, CEO Ye, aren’t you too awful? You must’ve known already, right? 

Why didn’t you tell us earlier?] 

[Fei Yang: That’s right! CEO Ye, it’s your bad for causing us to be stuffed a mouthful of dog food so 

unexpectedly! I wasn’t prepared at all!] 

[Ye Mufan: (snort.jpg reaction) Heh, you’ve eaten this little bit of dog food. Is it a big deal? Because 

today is Si Yehan’s birthday, she insisted on preparing a birthday surprise for her man at midnight last 

night, so she ordered me to drive her across half of the Imperial City. Not only did she steal household 

registration booklets, but she also went searching for fireworks all over the city! After that was done, I 

had to go to the lakeside and endure the chilly wind in the middle of the night to help her release 

fireworks and make it romantic. What? You’ve only seen a status update yet you feel wronged? Huh?] 

[Gong Xu: Ahem, um… It looks like you’re the more tragic one, CEO Ye, haha…] 

[Fei Yang: +10086. CEO Ye is more tragic…] 

[Jiang Yanran: Brother Mufan, you’ve suffered…] 

If they had dog food scattered over their faces, then Ye Mufan was probably directly sitting on a 

mountain of dog food… 

Chapter 2446 

When Ye Wanwan’s post was published in her WeChat friend circle, the people in the Independent State 

also saw it naturally. 

The first person to notice it was Big Dipper. 

Big Dipper’s eyes shot open. “D*mn! Sis Feng and Lord Asura got their marriage certificates in China! Are 

they at rocket speed? Isn’t this too fast?!” 

First Elder, Third Elder, and Seven Star turned to Big Dipper at once. 

First Elder asked, “What, what? The President received her marriage certificate with Lord Asura?” 

Third Elder exclaimed, “Are you for real? The President actually got married?!” 
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Fu Mingxi darted over and grabbed Big Dipper by the collar. “What nonsense are you spouting?! That’s 

impossible! With the President’s personality, even if she liked Lord Asura, she absolutely wouldn’t get 

married to him!” 

Big Dipper shrugged. “There’s no use shouting at me? You’ll see when you look at Sis Feng’s friend circle. 

Of course, I personally advise you not to look at it…” 

There was no way Fu Mingxi wouldn’t look. He pulled out his phone and clicked open Ye Wanwan’s 

friend circle and instantly saw Ye Wanwan’s PDA-filled status. 

The attached photos were a photo of the bright red marriage certificate and a selfie of the couple. In the 

photo, Lord Asura’s stunningly bewitching face didn’t need additional mentioning, and a bright and 

beautiful smile was spread across their own president’s face. 

Fu Mingxi had always known his president was beautiful, but this was his first time realizing she could be 

this beautiful… 

That smile was warm and brilliant, as though she was an angel whose wings were spread behind her. 

When Fu Mingxi managed to finally pull away from the photo, he noticed the description that his 

president wrote: 

[I’ve traveled to many places and seen many sights, but no matter how far mountains and river stretch 

or how much flowers bloom like a piece of brocade, they aren’t as good-looking as you.] 

Big Dipper saw Fu Mingxi’s face draining of color and his figure swayed as if about to fall. He 

exasperatedly said, “I told you to not look at it?! Who can tolerate this PDA-filled dog food? I want to die 

from how stuffed I feel!” 

Fu Mingxi tightly clutched his phone. “Impossible. This is impossible. The President clearly said her wish 

was…” 

“The starry universe?” Big Dipper reflexively finished for the other man. 

Fu Mingxi glared at him. “It’s a harem of 3,000!!!” 

“Eh… That does sound like something our Sis Feng would say…” Big Dipper mumbled. 

First Elder and Third Elder also nodded in agreement. 

First Elder mused, “As I said, Sir Lord Asura is very good!” 

Third Elder also added, “Exactly! He was actually crafty enough to make our president abandon her 

harem of 3,000 and willingly jump into the grave of marriage!” 

As Fu Mingxi listened to their discussion, his face turned livid. 

Big Dipper clapped Fu Mingxi on the shoulder and comforted him. “Ah, Xiao Ming, you should give up. 

Don’t tell me you don’t understand what Sis Feng meant by posting those words?” 

Fu Mingxi’s face was chilly. “What did she mean?” 



Big Dipper murmured, “‘No matter how far mountains and rivers stretch or how much flowers bloom 

like a piece of brocade, they aren’t as good-looking as you’. Isn’t that the same as saying wildflowers 

aren’t as fragrant as her flower at home? Sis Feng is clearly telling you she currently only likes this one 

flower she has at home and all the flowers outside don’t enter her sight!” 

Fu Mingxi was dumbfounded for a moment before bursting into tears and he sobbed, unwilling to give 

up so easily. “But wait, the President posted a marriage certificate from China, not the Independent 

State! That’s right, a marriage certificate from China doesn’t mean anything!” 

As soon as Fu Mingxi said that, he saw Big Dipper refreshing the page with his finger and said, “Oh my, 

Sis Feng posted a second identical status… Oh wait, there’s a third photo this time. Hm? That looks like a 

marriage certificate from the Independent State?” 

Fu Mingxi: “…!!!’ 

Chapter 2447 

Ye Wanwan allowed everyone to see her first friend circle update but limited the second status to only 

her friends from the Independent State. 

After posting this, Si Yehan also followed her lead and posted two updates cooperatively. 

His photos were identical to what Ye Wanwan posted, but the description he posted was: [You’re the 

flowers, you’re the rivers, you’re the mountains—you’re my whole world.] 

If Ye Wanwan’s affectionate words sent people’s teeth aching from the sweetness, then Si Yehan’s post 

almost sent people’s eyes popping out from shock. 

Others didn’t dare to say anything, but Jiang Lihen directly left a comment on his post and complained: 

[Sh*t! My wretched eyes! What kind of sin did I commit to have to see this post?!] 

His words echoed everyone’s opinion. 

Xie Qianchuan looked surprised. “I didn’t expect them to really get married!” 

Jiang Lihen pursed his lips. “They’re planning to get married in China? I absolutely won’t go!” 

“I’m not sure,” Xie Qianchuan replied. 

As the duo spoke, they were pulled into a group chat almost simultaneously. 

The person who added them was Ye Wanwan, but they weren’t the only ones pulled into the group 

chat. There were also many leaders and members of various groups and factions in the Independent 

State. 

After adding everyone, Ye Wanwan @everyone and specially notated all of her aliases. 

After all the different commotions she caused in the Independent State, she’d basically exposed all of 

her aliases and didn’t need to be secretive about them. She also didn’t need to conceal her identities 

over in China. 

Hence, Ye Wanwan’s current name was “Ye Wanwan+Ye Bai+Bai Feng+Worriless Nie+Yi Yunmo.” 
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[Ye Wanwan+Ye Bai+Bai Feng+Worriless Nie+Yi Yunmo: My baby and I are getting married this month! 

Come to China to attend the wedding banquet, everyone! Remember to give me your gift money! It’s 

fine if you don’t have cash; you can transfer some to me too!] 

[Jiang Lihen: ...] 

[Xie Qianchuan: ...] 

[Shen Tianchen: ...] 

Ye Wanwan’s eye-grabbing nickname was seriously too flabbergasting! And her mention of gift money 

also rendered people speechless. 

For a moment, all the leaders in the group didn’t know where to start b*tching, causing the chat to 

descend into a strange silence. 

In the end, it was still Jiang Lihen who spoke first. 

[Jiang Lihen: D*mn, your wedding is so far away! Who’d have the time to run all the way over there?!] 

Wouldn’t they be spending money to ask for torture?! 

Jiang Lihen’s words echoed everyone’s thoughts again. 

[Ye Wanwan+Ye Bai+Bai Feng+Worriless Nie+Yi Yunmo: Oh, that’s fine too. If it’s not convenient for you 

guys to come, I can just hold 12 weddings in the Independent State! My baby and I can hold a wedding 

with every single one of our identities! Let me count, 12 weddings might not be enough…] 

Jiang Lihen was stunned. [D*mn, are you freaking kidding me? I’ve only heard of concert tours! This is 

my first time hearing about a wedding tour! Si Yehan, why don’t you control your wife?!] 

[Si Yehan: 12 weddings isn’t suitable.] 

[Jiang Lihen: See! You’re delusional!] 

[Si Yehan: We can round it to a whole number.] 

[Jiang Lihen: Whole number…?] 

[Si Yehan: 100 weddings.] 

All the leaders: … 

[Jiang Lihen: Are you freaking trying to get rich from your weddings and overtake the Shen family???] 

[Ye Wanwan+Ye Bai+Bai Feng+Worriless Nie+Yi Yunmo: Wow, baby, you’re too clever! Why didn’t I think 

of such a good way to make money?] 

[Jiang Lihen: ...] 

Chapter 2448 
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In the end, everyone in the group obediently started saying congratulations and ardently insisting the 

couple didn’t need to go through the trouble of holding so many weddings. They’d definitely go to China 

to attend their wedding and bring their gift money. 

What followed was a myriad of preparations for the wedding. 

Ye Wanwan was being given away from the Golden Seas mansion in China. She ordered two wedding 

outfits for the day of the wedding: a red qipao and a white wedding dress. 

Her bridesmaids were Jiang Yanran, Autumn Water, Haitang, and Medusa while the groomsmen were 

Lin Que, Jiang Lihen, Xie Qianchuan, and Xie Zhezhi. 

At Golden Seas: 

At first light, the bridesmaids accompanied Ye Wanwan to get dressed and have her makeup done. It 

wasn’t long before it was time for the bride to be escorted to the wedding, and the outside of the house 

bustled with noise and excitement. 

Autumn Water turned to look outside the window. “Ahem, are you sure there really won’t be a problem 

inviting all those guys from the Independent State to China, Xiao Feng?” 

Ye Wanwan raised her brows. “What problem would there be?” 

Autumn Water exasperatedly replied, “Please, Xiao Fengfeng, every single one of those guys have such 

great martial strength and can overturn the world in China. You’ve placed so many of them together—

who could suppress them if they started making a scene?” 

Ye Wanwan mumbled, “They probably won’t, right?” 

Haitang chuckled. “I’m afraid it won’t be so easy for Lord Asura to walk through the door today…” 

Medusa winked and teased, “My little junior sister isn’t so easy to marry, so this is just a type of test! Oh 

right, isn’t there also a custom of hiding the bride’s shoes in China?” 

Jiang Yanran hastily said, “That’s right, that’s right! I was just wondering what would be a good place to 

hide them!” 

Haitang mischievously suggested, “I have an idea! I guarantee the groom and his men absolutely won’t 

find it! I’ve done my homework!” 

Jiang Yanran asked curiously, “Where are you putting it?” 

Haitang pulled her skirt to the side. “I’m tying it to my thigh! Who will freaking find it now?” 

Autumn Water broke into guffaws. “Hahahahaha, you’re too cunning! Give me the other one! I’ll tie it to 

myself!” 

Jiang Yanran was amazed from the sidelines. “Who… who will freaking find that?!” 

Ye Wanwan glowered at her own bridesmaids. “Tell me the truth! Do you two not want me to get 

married at all?” 

At the same time, outside the mansion’s gates: 



Si Yehan’s escort motorcade had arrived. 

Si Yehan wore a custom-made, haute-couture suit with a groom’s boutonnière attached to his lapel. The 

door opened and his slender leg stretched out of the car. 

The second he stepped out and appeared in front of the gates, the people crowded there reflexively 

gasped. 

“F*ck! Aren’t Lord Asura’s looks a bit heaven-defying today?!” 

“He’s seriously… stunningly captivating, tsk tsk…” 

“No wonder our president is under tight reins!” 

“Hey, quiet! Don’t forget our job!” 

“That’s right, that’s right! We have an important mission today!” 

… 

And so, a group of people decisively blocked the front gates. 

Next to Si Yehan, Lin Que saw the dense group and gulped. “Ninth Brother, why do I suddenly have an 

ominous feeling?” 

The reality proved that Lin Que’s premonition was fairly accurate. 

After Si Yehan led his groomsmen out of the cars, what they faced was: 

Ye Mufan: “You’ll have to pass me before you can marry my sister!” 

Gong Xu aggressively led Luo Chen, Han Xianyu, Fei Yang, Chu Feng, and the others. “You’ll have to pass 

us before you can marry my Brother Ye!” 

Big Dipper led Second Elder, Fu Mingxi, First Elder, Second Elder, Third Elder, and co. “You’ll have to pass 

us before you can marry our president!” 

Shen Tianchen led a group of mercenary experts he hired. “You’ll have to defeat my people before you 

can marry my Goddess Worriless!” 

Yi Lingjun smiled faintly. “Sigh, I only have one precious daughter, after all, so you’ll have to undergo 

some tests before you can marry my daughter!” 

Si Yehan: “…” 

Xie Zhezhi looked at Si Yehan’s gradually darkening face and chuckled aloud. “Ah-Jiu, doesn’t your wife… 

have a few too many identities?” 

Jiang Lihen’s lips twitched. “Just a few too many? It’s probably 100 times more difficult for him to get 

married this time compared to other people. I must’ve committed some wretched sin to have agreed to 

be your groomsman!” 

Xie Qianchuan sighed. “What should we do now? They have the advantage in numbers; I don’t think we 

can defeat them…” 



Chapter 2449 

Inside the house, Ye Wanwan, who was secretly watching through the slit in the door, was stupefied. 

“D*mn! Are they for real?! They’re freaking trying to make trouble!” 

She never ever expected that having so many aliases would lead to such a wretched situation… 

… 

Si Yehan’s face was devoid of any expression as he looked at the mass of people in front of him. 

“Ninth Brother… This is too… I don’t think they plan to allow you and Ninth Sister to get married at all!” 

Lin Que grumbled. Who could resist this? 

“Um… Does that mean I don’t have to give my gift money?” Jiang Lihen chuckled. 

As soon as Jiang Lihen said that, he felt Si Yehan’s unfriendly gaze on him. 

Jiang Lihen laughed awkwardly. “I’m just joking. I’ll definitely give my gift money.” 

“Say, the top priority right now is to think about how we should properly protect the groom and escort 

him inside!” Lin Que said to the other groomsmen. 

“Escort him inside…” 

“How? There are so many people guarding the door. It looks pretty hard.” 

“If we really can’t, we’ll fight our way inside.” 

“You go. We’ll cheer for you back here.” 

… 

While Si Yehan and his group were blocked, a person suddenly walked out of the house. 

Nameless Nie passed through all the people blocking the gates and stopped next to Si Yehan. 

“You’ll have to pass me before you can stop my brother-in-law today!” 

When everyone saw Nameless Nie actually joining Si Yehan’s side, their eyes shot open. 

“D*mn! Nameless Nie!” 

“What is he doing?” 

Shen Tianchen protested, “Hey, hey, Nameless Nie, isn’t there something off here? You’re part of the 

bride’s family! You should be standing on the bride’s side!” 

Si Yehan nodded at the newcomer and greeted him, “Eldest Brother.” 

A jubilant grin spread across Nameless Nie’s face upon hearing that. “Don’t worry, Brother-In-Law. No 

one can stop you with me here today.” 

Lin Que, Xie Zhezhi, Jiang Lihen, and Xie Qianchuan: “…” 
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No wonder you were so calm! You had a contingency plan! 

Lin Que clicked his tongue. “You’re impressive, Ninth Brother!” 

The guards at the door instantly became chagrined when they heard Nameless Nie. They couldn’t stop 

them? The mere groom and groomsmen weren’t enough to even be an appetizer, alright?! 

“Fine! Just try if you’re so capable! If we allow you to enter that easily, I’ll write my name backward!” Ye 

Mufan snorted. 

“That’s right! It won’t be so easy for you to enter!” Big Dipper agreed. 

“Don’t even think about entering…” 

On Si Yehan’s side, Lin Que was instantly riled up. “I have a hot temper! Do you think you’re so scary 

because you have a lot of people? Let’s fight then! I refuse to believe we can’t escort the groom inside!” 

Nameless Nie glanced at Lin Que. “Why do we need to fight for no reason?” 

Lin Que was dumbfounded. “How would we enter other than fighting? Do you think they’d let us 

through that easily? You’re delusional…” 

Nameless Nie sighed softly. “Have you heard of a saying?” 

“What saying?” Lin Que reflexively replied. 

Nameless Nie didn’t answer Lin Que and marched forward instead. His expression was grave as he 

reached inside his jacket. 

“What’s he doing… He isn’t pulling out a gun, right… That’s going too far, too far…” Lin Que jolted in 

fright. Nameless Nie was acting like he was about to fight to the death with someone! 

Nameless Nie stopped in front of Ye Mufan, Big Dipper, and the others, his eyes sweeping over the 

people. 

Then, in front of everyone, Nameless Nie pulled out a stack of red envelopes and smiled faintly, 

“Everyone, please extend me a courtesy.” 

Chapter 2450 

Big Dipper opened the red envelopes. When he saw the five-dollar and two-dollar notes, the corner of 

his lips twitched. 

Gong Xu’s expression also contorted while Ye Mufan was dumbfounded. 

Wasn’t… wasn’t he looking down on them too freaking much?! 

Out of all these red envelopes, the largest amount was a five-dollar bill while the smallest amount was a 

one-dollar bill! Plus, one-dollar bills filled at least 90% of the red envelopes! 

There were so many red envelopes, but the amount probably didn’t even add up to $200 when you 

combined them! 

“Are you… serious?” Ye Mufan subconsciously blurted out as he clutched the one-dollar bill in his hand. 
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“Consider this money as my admission fee. Extend us a courtesy,” Nameless Nie genially said. 

“Extend a courtesy your a**! At least show some sincerity! It doesn’t have to be a lot, but at least put 

$100 in each red envelope! You put one dollar inside yet you want us to show you some courtesy…?” Ye 

Mufan felt a fire burning in his chest. 

Was he really Wanwan’s freaking biological brother?! 

“100?” 

Nameless Nie furrowed her brows. “If each red envelope had $100, how much money would I need to 

fill so many red envelopes? It’d be quicker if you went and robbed someone.” 

Lin Que: “…” 

Jiang Lihen: “…” 

Si Yehan: “…” 

Everyone: “…” 

“D*mn! SpongeBob SquarePants!” 

What SpongeBob SquarePants? 

Big Dipper dumbfoundedly turned to a spot behind the groomsmen. 

There was really a giant SpongeBob SquarePants walking toward them. 

“Huh?” Lin Que stared at the SpongeBob SquarePants that had reached him. What the heck was this? 

“Who are you?” Jiang Lihen inquired curiously. 

Why would someone wear a SpongeBob SquarePants costume and come to this place? 

“Me.” 

An apathetic voice was heard from inside the SpongeBob SquarePants costume. 

When Lin Que heard this extremely distinctive voice, he shuddered. This was… Piece of Sh*t’s voice?! 

“Brother Yi, why did you show up here in this outfit?” Jiang Lihen couldn’t understand why the other 

man was wearing this. 

“Mn… I went to the wedding location,” Yi Shuihan replied. 

“But… The wedding hasn’t started yet, right…?” Lin Que’s lips twitched. 

“I went early,” Yi Shuihan said. 

“In other words… you went to the wrong location, right?” 

“Mm,” Yi Shuihan answered. 

Everyone: “…” 



Ye Wanwan and Si Yehan’s wedding was taking place at an animation themed park, which they had 

reserved completely. Every wedding guest had to wear a cartoon-themed costume to enter. 

It appeared Yi Shuihan mistook the time, went to the wedding venue early and wore this costume. 

“Why didn’t you take it off?” Jiang Lihen asked. 

“SpongeBob SquarePants” contemplated for a moment before replying, “Troublesome.” 

Jiang Lihen: “…” It was rather troublesome. 

“Lil Sh*t, you came here at the perfect time! Hurry up and take care of these people. They won’t let us 

enter,” Nameless Nie shouted at SpongeBob SquarePants. 

“You think a mere SpongeBob SquarePants will be enough?!” 

“Even if it’s Yi Shuihan, we aren’t afraid of him in such a giant costume! Why are you looking at me? I 

dare you to fight us in that costume!” Big Dipper mocked. 

Immediately, First Elder, Third Elder, Seven Star, and the other people tacitly took a step back and 

ostracized Big Dipper completely. 

Big Dipper: “…” 

“Calm down, all of you! Isn’t that enough? I’ll bite whoever dares to stop my wedding today to death!” 

At this moment, Ye Wanwan charged outside in her wedding dress while holding her skirt up. 

“D*mn… Since when did brides come dashing out themselves?” Ye Mufan was dumbstruck. This didn’t 

match the storyline! 

“Sigh, no matter how difficult the test is, it can’t withstand a vehement wish to marry.” Yi Lingjun shook 

his head. 

… 

 


